Lala Gomis: Travel consultant and tour-guide par excellence
If someone would ask me to characterize myself, I would mention three qualities: determined,
vigorous, helpful and service minded. I'm keen on traveling and always like to deliver a quality
product. Yes indeed, those are exactly the good points a travel consultant and tour-guide needs
to have.
My name is Ladda Gomis, born in ChiangMai in the North of Thailand. I completed my study
management at ChiangMai University.
An open mind:
Traveling has always been my great passion: I have visited many countries on the Asian and
European continent. I have met and learn to appreciate people of different cultural, religious and
ethnic backgrounds. Therefore as a woman of more than one culture I have an open mind
towards all that is new and strange. For a traveler a vital feature.
I wanted to have work that appealed to me the most. Work that offered room for independence
and for one's feeling of own responsibility. That was the reason I decided to obtain an
international tour-guide license and started to work as a tour-guide.
During the past 15 years I am working in in the tourist branch and have guided groups of many
different nationalities.
Mainly from Israel and the Benelux countries (Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg)
Travelers wish:
After years of experience I understand the wishes of the modern time traveler and decided to
start my own travel agency.
ChiangMai Cosmos Travel Service. (registered under TAT Licence 23/00918)
Guideline for me is the wish to design and offer an affordable, unforgettable and comfortable
holiday in the north of Thailand. All tours completely designed and tailor-made to the wishes and
requirements of the guests
The quality of destination, transport, hotel, restaurant, personnel and above all guidance is
crucial to fit this demand. Therefore a tour guide must be determined, vigorous and helpful.
For the above reason I always work with a same team of drivers and tour-guides. All of them
experienced and used to travel with Israeli and European guests, families and children.
Have I interested you? Do you like to know more about me and what I can mean to you? Don't
hesitate to contact me personally by web-site or face-book
sincerely yours,
Ladda (Lala) Gomis,
Web-site: www.chiangmaicosmostravel.com
Facebook: Lala Cosmos
Direct mail to: chiangmai.cts@gmail.com

